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Katzenworld presents latest guide Caring For Your Cat’s Eyes

In this latest guide on Katzenworlda member of the Castle Vets Pet Healthcare Centre in
Reading looks at a caring for cats eyes

London, UK (PRWEB UK) 30 June 2017 -- In this latest guide on Katzenworld a member of the Castle Vets
Pet Healthcare Centre in Reading looks at a caring for cats eyes.

Cat’s eyes function in the same way as human eyes do and are made up of the same components including

- Cornea, the transparent outer covering of the eye
- Pupil, the circular membrane in the center of the eye that lets light from the environment enter the eye
- Iris, the pigmented membrane that surrounds the pupil and contracts or expands to regulate the amount of light
that can enter the eye
- Lens, a transparent structure that adjusts its shape as needed to focus
- Retina, a sensitive membrane that lines the interior surface of the eyeball. The retina receives the focused light
impulses that have entered through the lens and then sends them to the brain,as visual information
- Optic nerve, this sends signals to the brain

As for the content of the guide it's looking at common issues that can occur with cat's eyes and how to spot that
something is wrong with them.

For the full content check out the guide titled Caring For Your Cat’s Eyes

About Katzenworld:
Katzenworld is an online cat magazine working on providing cat owners and cat lovers with their number one
source for:
- Insight on cat care
- Top cat events
- Cat Cafes
- Cat products
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Contact Information
Marc-Andre Runcie-Unger
Katzenworld Ltd
http://www.katzenworld.co.uk
+44 7969738331

Marc-Andre Runcie-Unger
Katzenworld Ltd
http://katzenworld.co.uk/contact-us/
+44(0)7969738331

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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